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About This Game

Frozen Synapse is the ultimate tactical game on PC and Mac.
It brings the simultaneous turn-based strategy genre bang up-to-date and lets you give detailed, accurate orders to your squad:

classic gameplay with a modern interface.
Plan your moves, test them out, then hit the "Prime" button: both you and your enemy's turns are executed simultaneously.
Competitive-but-intuitive multiplayer and a huge single player campaign mean that Frozen Synapse will give you hours and

hours of tactical delight.

Key features:

Get a FREE full copy of the game for a friend with every purchase

5 challenging multiplayer modes, including the innovative bidding-based “Secure” and “Hostage Rescue”

55-mission single player campaign with dynamic dialogue and thrilling near-future narrative

Powerful Skirmish Generator

Facebook, Twitter and YouTube integration

15 Steam Achievements
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Integrated IRC chat as well as various community features

Random generation combined with hand-crafted content means that levels and maps are different every time

Critically-acclaimed electronica soundtrack by musician nervous_testpilot
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Title: Frozen Synapse
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Mode 7
Publisher:
Mode 7
Release Date: 26 May, 2011
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Early Access Watcher Public Service Announcement

Game: No Way Out

Update Version: Initial Release

Disclosure: This game copy was bought by the reviewer.

Gameplay Footage: https:\/\/m.youtube.com\/watch?v=LY9JgqaPZ94

I am going to just go out and say it: this is not ready for Early Access. I have seen worse running games (not surprising since the
world itself is pretty empty), but what is available is flawed in more ways than one. Unfinished landscapes can be seen by the
missing edges of rock formations and flooring, lighting is unavailable in certain buildings that are crucial towards progression,
the gameplay is hampered by enemies and items randomly falling from the sky, and above all else the first mission holds a key
behind a door that cannot be opened once retrieved. Plenty of other issues exist: rifle doesn't equip when toggled even though
the player has ammunition, items do not spawn in the second city portion as they do in the first, there is barely any ambient
sound outside extensive running and gun fire, enemy attack animations reset whenever the player moves so they just rub up
against you and there is no background music for the main menu or the game world.

Main concepts regarding gameplay involve collecting keys to increase security level to access areas with items, using the scarce
supply of bullets to headshot zombies (who shamble around unless you get within five feet of them) and collecting food to
prevent hunger. Special keys also need to be gathering which require farming 90-100 keys to access the bronze, silver and gold
key. The experience is boring, monotonous and irritating due to the footstep sound effect accompanied by silence and the
occasional gun shot. This tech segment needs a lot of work just to reach Greenlight readiness levels and is nowhere near
acceptable at the current asking price. I wish the developers the best, but I would suggest anyone interested in this to avoid it
until some serious changes are made to the core structure and the menus (please change the font to something easier to read).

This has been a EAW PSA.

Edit 1: I went back and played the very beginning to try and locate the flashlight. It is hidden in the very far courner of the
starting area. For something as crucial as this item, I recommend placing some directional assistance.. For those who are facing
problems with full screen you can watch this video it helped me .

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=GAojyBPCjs8

The game is nice , if you played Iron Triangle , the English version of this ,but with no Power Up kit you will be familiar with
this one ,and you will not face any problems at all , you will memorize everything in a short time .

This is my experience with the Power up kit so far .

The AI has been improved , I didn't see any attacking ports stupidly , but I think you can use cheap tactics , like letting one of
your castle empty ,so that the AI attack you and then come back with a massive army and destroy him .I really don't use like
these kind of cheap tactics .

Also the AI has been a tough challenge on hard difficulty , I restared the game twice until now .Although I am 100%
understanding the game and I have beat the English version more than 20 times on hard difficulty .
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You can trade with western people in order to teach you some tech , also you can ally with bandits , ninja clan , merchants , and
pirates , each have a special usefull thing when allying with them .

Also you can change the amount of troops ,food ,money ,tech for you or the AI .

And 3 new scenarios including battle of Sekighara scenario .

I really like this game and I do recommend it of you are a fan of strategy games .. The game was dead with very few people
playing and the devs with their brilliant intelligence all they did was launch a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 DLC
that nobody wanted.

It used to be a funny game bad they didn`t know how to manage it.. not worth it. Brings Back Old Memories.. Oh boy. Good
game... but so insanely hard I had to refund. And here's the thing I like hard games, I really do but this is insane.

Even though I was the Quake 2 champ of Quebec for a year, leader-boarded Diablo 3 with a totally unique Monk build, and
managed to 1CC Metal Slug X in the arcade, I can't beat even the simplest of levels in this game.

My reflexes aren't really as bad as you might think... the game doesn't ramp you up at a sufficient pace. It's 100 KM\/h from the
second you start.. Hey guys who bought this. Do you guys know how to get the bus in game? I have the decals and everything
but I can't seem to find out how to get the bus.
Thanks
. literally can't open the damn thing to change the time or the life wallpaper. the hell is this i paid for it. sorry if i seem upset. i
just want a cool live wallpaper for my laptop. Jesus loves you stranger who is reading this.. Where to start here...i'm old enough
to have played Kick Off (Super Kick Off on the Master System but also KO2 on WinUAE) as well as Sensible Soccer in various
versions and i wonder: Why does this get compared to those games?

I bought this game quite a while ago, the updates are rare and the gameplay just isn't even up to Kick Off 2 levels, let alone
Sensible Soccer where you had full control of your team, could set up formations and had to juggle players to avoid the dreaded
red X and hoping to get a green mark which. This is not available here, the only thing you have is a basic formation option like
3-3-2, 4-4-2, 4-4-2 diamond, 5-3-2 and the likes but you can't chose your players. There are no substituions either and
apparently every team just has 11 players with skills you never see.

The gameplay is very basic on the likes as, as the store page correctly says Microprose Soccer or Tekhan Soccer, nothing fancy,
you can't do headers or bicycle kicks. Shooting in high passes to the penalty arey results in some weird shots.
If i had to make a comparison, and i really played a ton of football games (and my faves are still ISS Deluxe, Super Sidekicks 3,
Action Soccer, the Nekketsu games on the NES and the few good FIFAs and PESs in between) this really reminds me of World
Cup Italia '90 on the Mega Drive\/Genesis, though even there players at least could do bicycle kicks and you were able to
control the goalie.

The only gamemodes are friendly match, a season (ends after 1, no cups, nothing) and challenge which is some leaderboard
stuff, you play against the CPU which gets better game after game until you lose, you get a score, that's it)

The graphics are basic and they don't have the cuteness Sensible Soccer (or some of its clones like Football Glory\/Fussball
Total from CroTeam) has nor does it look good. You also never see any crowd or the stadium, let alone gags like, again Football
Glory had, like the streakers, or a dog chasing the refeere or things like that.
Sound is sparse.
You can change the controls at least but again, the buttons in the menus don't change if you use a gamepad. I changed the
controls so shooting is X, Passing is A but while the buttons do their functions, i still get shown B for leaving a menus (which is
now mapped on X) which is really amateur.

Honestly, instead of getting this, get Sensible World of Soccer 96\/97 on gog for half the price, it's still way more awesome, has
a manager mode, tons more teams, tons more playmodes, better gameplay, there's a reason why that game still gets season
updates from the community.. It's good, but it's not worth $15.
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Wait until it's on sale, it's worth about $10 or less.
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Based on the video, I really thought I would like this game, but there are too many issues for me to like it.

- You have a limited amount of time to complete each level, so you are racing the clock while trying to figure out what to do and
where to go, while also avoiding moving obstacles and projectiles. Nowhere in the description did it say this was a time-based
game. If I had known that, I never would have purchased it.

- There is only one song (at least through the first 9 levels) -- house\/techno genre, I believe -- and it starts from the beginning at
the start of every level. After the first 9 levels, I had to turn the music off because it was unbearably annoying.

- You need momentum to move the ball uphill, and it loses momentum as it rolls uphill, frequently stopping before you reach
the top of a ramp, requiring you to go back down the ramp, start from farther back, and try again. If you didn't have limited
time, this wouldn't be an issue, but you do have limited time, so failing to reach the top of a ramp and having to retry will
usually eat enough time that you run out of time and fail the level.

- Control is very sluggish. This is probably intentional, to make it more difficult by giving the ball extra weight, making it
sluggish to start, change direction, and stop.

- The "bumpers" which spring out from the wall seem to have poor hit detection. It seems that they frequently "hit" the ball even
when it looks like the ball has moved passed them.

- The required times remaining in order to get 2 or 3 stars are unbelievably high, bordering on (or, in many cases, outright)
impossible to achieve.

If you were allowed more time to complete each level, then maybe some of the issues could be overlooked (such as momentum
issues when going up a ramp). An even better idea would be to lose the stupid star system that every mobile game seems to use,
lose the time limit, and let the player play at their own pace rather than racing the clock.

For this game to be enjoyable to me, the music would need to be better and have multiple songs, responsivelness would need to
be greatly improved, and the time limit would need to be removed.. This game is awesome..
You should buy it while its on 90% sale!. Totally awesome game!
If you loved Star control 2 and Starflight - buy this one instantly. Do not be discouraged by simple graphics - this is fun, smart-
paced and, due to varied gameplay, will keep you entertained.
It is rogue-like, but not punishable by any means (i'm looking at you, FTL)
Planet exploration are like in Star control 2, but even better.
Space battles are pausable and let you think tactically.
Comets and stars encounters features shmup-like mechanic, but again - no punishing difficulty.
Anomalies, wormholes and derelicts encounters are quite unique as well.

The only thing this one lacking is diplomacy and story, but everything else it has is a sheer delight to play.
Thumbs up!. Very nice game to play with friends would recommend. This DLC contains basically the entire product line from
the Anderson Group, BUT, and this is why I won't recommend it, it's made with the same sloppy attention to detail (or rather
lack thereof) as FS19. The machines are pretty and are functionally working, but visually several of them have animation issues
or are even not made properly, so they don't work as well as their IRL counterparts. The most important thing the DLC adds is
long overdue high capacity round bale chasers and bigger feed mixers for cows. The rest of the machines are cool too, but they
are strictly speaking just different variants of what is already in the base game.

- Every one of the four bale chasers have mistimed animations, so bales move down the trailer before anything pushes on them
and there are odd pauses and delays between each animation that shouldn't be there, which makes them work slower than their
IRL counterparts.
- The RMBPRO 2000 is missing its rotating loading arm - a crucial selling point of this machine (the arm is there, but it cannot
rotate like it should). Although the game cheats and lets you pick up bales anyway, this oversight means you can realistically
only pick up round bales that are placed horizontal (lying on the flat side) while ALL round bale equipment for the game
produces round bales that sit vertically (standing on the round side).
- The HYBRID X XTRACTOR isn't made for the long square grass bales every square baler for FS19 makes. This means it is
diffuclt to place square bales in the machine because they're a lot longer than the machine is wide, and in return the machine
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converts the bales to a much shorter version while it wraps them. This would not be a problem if only we could adjust the length
of the bales to fit the wrapper, like you can on every square baler IRL. Basically this means this machine is very cumbersome to
use over the Kuhn wrapper that does basically the same job, just simpler. For round bales both the XTractors work just fine, but
the whole point of the bigger hybrid is to wrap squares.
- It's worse because the xtractor wrappers generate multiple LUA errors, which cause the game to lock up when attempting to
exiting a save, and causes it to stall while loading the same save.
- The log trailer works, but it's just as finicky and unstable as the one that's already in the game (this is the game's fault, nothing
to do with the actual machine IRL).
- The BioBaler does work as well, although it's just as slow and bothersome as any other round baler for the game - and these
new round bales will also roll down the slightest incline. But since willow (or poplar as Giants insists on calling them despite it
being wrong) creates a lot of woodchips, you end up with a lot of bales even from a few bushes and you have to stop to unload
every single one (the game still skips the wrapping time). And never mind that wrapping woodchips is completely pointless in
terms of game mechanics and actually makes for more work.
- The feed mixers are a bit bigger than the ones in the base game, which is nice if you have a lot of cows since you can make
about 50% more TMR for them at a time.

Giants have already stated that they have no intention of fixing the issues with this DLC, although this is no real surprise as they
have never bothered to fix any of the issues that were included with DLC for previous games.. Great game with amazing
characters easy to learn but a bit hard to master but don't let the learning curve scare you because the tutorial will teach you
everything you need to learn and the players are generally nice and will help you also overall a great experience.
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